1.
Introduction. An Einstein spacef E m is defined as a Riemann space V m whose mean curvature a is a constant at each point; that is,J
where R a p and g a p are the Ricci and metric tensors of V mi respectively. We suppose that the dimension m of E m exceeds 3. For every surface is an E 2 and the only E 3 's are the spaces of constant curvature. In both these cases, the discussion which parallels that given in this note is obvious and trivial. Since m > 3, it is a well known consequence of (1.1) that a is a constant throughout the space. In this note, we discuss the properties of an E m which admits families of totally geodesic subspaces which are also Einstein spaces. It is shown that this subject is closely related to the problems of finding (a) all Einstein spaces which may be imbedded as hypersurfaces of a space of constant curvature (b) Einstein spaces which are conformai to Einstein spaces. In a restricted sense, § we also find the first fundamental form of E m . It is assumed that the first fundamental forms of E m and of its subspaces which are discussed below are nonsingular although they may be indefinite. /3, y, 8; h, i, j, k; p, q, r; \, v, P If m = 4, n = 2, it follows, from this theorem and the observation that a two-dimensional space of constant mean curvature has constant Riemann curvature, that each component is the first fundamental form of a space of constant curvature a. This was first proved by Kasner.* In recent papers,f we have shown that Einstein spaces which are proper hypersurfaces of any space of constant curvature are either spaces of constant curvature themselves or are separable. By a repeated application of Theorem 2.1, we may obtain an obvious generalization which applies to an E m whose first fundamental form is separable into more than two components.
If n>\ and m = n + l, and if (2.1) is satisfied, the curves x* = const. are geodesies of E m . In this case, equations (2.6) become (2.8)
As a consequence of (1.1), (2.1), and (2.8), we find that ^, = 0, a = 0, and conversely. We have proved the following theorem :
.2. A V n+ i which admits oo 1 parallel totally geodesic En s is an -E n +i if and only if the mean curvature of the E n 's is zero. In this case, the mean curvature of £ w +i is also zero.
3. jE n+ i with totally geodesic En's. We suppose m = n + l and that E n +i admits <*> l totally geodesic E n 's which are not parallel. Since the first fundamental form of the necessarily isometric E n 's is nonsingular, it follows that the normals to the E n 's in E n +i are not null vectors. $ Hence, in accordance with a slightly weaker form of the theorem of Bompiani quoted above,
where y = x n+1 , 6 is +1 or -1, and fijdxHx* is the first fundamental form of each E n . Since the hypersurfaces are not parallel, it follows that H(x\ y) cannot be a function of y only but must involve the x\ Because of (3.1), we find that (2.2) holds and (2.4) is true if one of a, /?, y is n-\-l and the other two lie in the range 1, 2, • • • , n. Also Riemannian Geometry, 1926, p. 144. where g ij are the contra variant components of g i3 \ From (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), and (3.2), JRn+i.n+i = -'-: {i | n + 1 n + 1} dx l (3.3) + {n + l\ n + 1 i} {i\ n + 1 n + 1\
where the comma denotes covariant differentiation with respect to the form fijdx^x 1 ', and ƒ = \fa\. Since E n+1 and £ n are Einstein spaces, (1.1) and (3.6) R i3 = -bfu are true. It follows from (1.1), (3.1), and (3.6) that (3.5) becomes
The integrability conditions of (3.7) are
H,ijk -H t ikj -H\hRij-k
which become, by virtue of (3.7), h
H,hRijk -c(H,kfu ~~ H,jfik)>
The tensor Ri jk is the Riemann curvature tensor of E n . If we multiply this equation by the contravariant components / ij of the metric tensor of E n and sum for i, j, we find after using (3.6) that
Since H tk cannot be zero for every value of k, the last equation and (3.8) show that According to (3.1), this equation and (3.4) both obey (1.1). Hence E n+ i will admit <*> 1 nonparallel totally geodesic E n 's if and only if a solution of (3.7) exists.
Since H(x\ y) is not independent of the x\ we may choose coordinates x l so that H = x n for some fixed value of y and such that /n\ = 0. Then (3.7) becomes -{n \ij) = cx n fn.
Now Brinkmann* has shown that E n admits a solution of these equations if and only if its metric tensor satisfies We now briefly consider the conditions under which the E n de-* H. W. Brinkmann, Einstein spaces which are mapped conformally on each other, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 94 (1925), pp. 123-125. 
